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Supplemental Child Intake Questionnaire 
Behavior (rate your child’s behavior for the following) Only in Past Never/Rarely Sometimes Often 
Loses temper     
Argues with adults     
Deliberately defies requests     
Deliberately annoys others     
Blames others for his/her mistakes or behaviors     
Is angry or resentful     
Is spiteful or vindictive     
     
Bullies, threatens, or intimidates others     
Starts physical fights     
Has used a weapon to harm others     
Is physically cruel to people     
Is physically cruel to animals     
Has stolen items of value (e.g. shoplifting, theft)     
Has set fires in order to damage property     
Intentionally destroyed others’ property     
Lies to avoid obligation, or to con others     
Has broken into buildings or cars     
Has run away from home overnight     
Is truant from school     
Uses alcohol     
Uses drugs     
Stays out after curfew     
     
Inattentive to details or makes careless mistakes     
Has difficulty focusing on tasks or activities     
Does not seem to listen     
Fails to follow through on instructions     
Is disorganized     
Loses things necessary for tasks or activities     
Is easily distracted     
Forgets     
     
Fidgets with hands or fee, or squirms in seat     
Leaves seat in class when inappropriate to do so     
Runs about or climbs on things, or is restless     
Cannot play quietly     
Acts like he/she is driven by a motor     
Has trouble waiting his/her turn; is impatient     
Interrupts or intrudes on conversations or games     
Talks excessively     
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Supplemental Child Intake Questionnaire (cont’d) 
Behavior (rate your child’s behavior for the following) Only in Past Never/Rarely Sometimes Often 
Has, or has had difficulty learning to read or write (circle)     
Has, or has had difficulty learning mathematics     
Has, or has had difficulty with coordination     
Has, or has had difficulty with expressing self via language     
Has, or has had difficulty comprehending what is being said     
     
Does not use or understand nonverbal gestures     
Does not seem to relate well to same-aged peers     
Dos not share enjoyments or interests with others     
Does not give and take in conversation     
Obsessively interested in narrow topics     
Is overly sensitive to sounds, light, or touch     
Is preoccupied with parts of objects     
Becomes upset when routines are changed     
Displays repetitive non-productive behavior     
Misses the point of jokes, or lacks a sense of humor     
     
Unusual fear on exposure to specific object or situation     
Unusual distress anticipating feared object or situation     
Unusual fear/distress interferes with normal functioning     
     
Unusual distress in social situations     
Avoids, or ties to avoid social situations     
     
Reports recurrent, obsessive thoughts causing distress     
Seems compelled to perform repetitive behaviors 
(e.g. handwashing, counting, ordering, cleaning, etc) 

    

     
Anxious and worried about many different things     
Complains of headaches, fatigue, or stomach aches     
     
Appears depressed/irritable for most of the day     
Depressed/irritable on more days than not in past 6 months     
     
Excessively happy or giddy for a day or more at a time     
Unusually confident and active for a day or more at a time     
Unusually irritable or angry for a day or more at a time     
     Experiences racing thoughts/speaking; needs less sleep     
     
Reports hearing voices/seeing things others do not hear/see     
Has bizarre thoughts or strange beliefs     
Eats things that are not food     
Is overly interested in sexual matters     
 


